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Abstract 
In April of 2013, two pressure cooker bombs 
detonated near the finish line of the Boston Marathon. 
The resulting crowdsourced criminal investigation has 
been subject to intense scrutiny. What has not been 
discussed are the offering behaviors of Twitter users 
immediately following the detonations. The hashtag 
#BostonHelp offers a case study of what emergent, 
computer-mediated groups offer victims of a crisis 
event. Through creative appropriation of at-hand 
technologies (CAAT), this emergent group organized 
online offering and information about tangible 
resources on the ground. In this case, #BostonHelp 
participants harnessed blogs, social media, Google 
Forms, and pre-existing services to organize help for 
those in need. The resulting structure stabilized and 
became a symbol of the response itself. This case study 
offers an analysis of the structure created by computer-
mediated crowds. We conclude with a discussion of 
trying to design, or even detect these behaviors at the 
start of a crisis response. 
 
1. Introduction 
For over 15 years, researchers in crisis informatics 
have endeavored to understand how communication 
technologies function during crisis [26, 32]. Each crisis 
or disaster provides a new lens through which to view 
how people use technology under all manner of duress. 
Much of this work focuses on how to harness or identify 
social media in some beneficial way. What is not 
examined are the ways that those in and around the 
ground zero of an event foster community by 
appropriating platforms in ways that were never 
intended. We contribute a case study that provides 
context for the offering behaviors of online crowds 
during a crisis.  
On Monday, April 15, 2013, at 2:49 pm, the Boston 
Marathon was abruptly terminated when two pressure 
cooker bombs exploded 210 yards (190 m) from the 
finish line. These bombs killed three people and injured 
264 others. Within hours of the initial event, the US 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) called for 
bystanders to share images and video of the event [19].  
It is normal for law enforcement to ask for help from 
the public through things like wanted posters, tip lines, 
and neighborhood watch groups. This call for public 
support asked for the online crowd to help speed up its 
investigative processes [19]. The parameters of how the 
crowd processed, shared, and verified their theories have 
been the subject of repeated academic inquiry but 
typically center on how those online communities 
disrupted the FBI’s criminal investigation process [5, 
12, 20, 30, 36, 41]. That negativity has had an impact on 
both crowdsourced investigative efforts and the online 
communities that attempted to assist the FBI in Boston. 
As a result, there is a gap of research that focuses on 
citizen responders engaged in computer-mediated 
offering behavior or online crowds rendering tangible 
assistance via computer-mediated means. In this paper, 
we present a case study of Twitter users who, bounded 
by the hashtag #BostonHelp organized offering 
behaviors of citizen responders during the first 24 hours 
of the response [4]. This group is not unique.  
During each response to a disruptive event like this 
criminal act or a natural disaster, citizen responders 
deploy at-hand technologies in creative ways [22, 23, 
48]. These technologies not only organize certain kinds 
of online volunteers, they define their involvement and 
identity [18]. We call these volunteers citizen 
responders as they most resemble the citizen scientist in 
structure and behavior [49]. This technologies that these 
citizen responders create is creative in its appropriation 
[7]. Creative appropriation of at-hand technologies or 
CAATs have implications for numerous aspects of 
crisis-oriented planning and design.  
2. On Adaptive Structuration 
Our research process was deductive in its 
origination. We originally sought to describe the 
behaviors of online residents through the hashtag 
#BostonHelp quantitatively through sentiment and 
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automated categorization. However, during the research 
process, we were struck by the ways existing 
technologies and affordances were appropriated and re-
deployed within the context of crisis response. As such, 
we began to explore our data inductively. 
We noted that #BostonHelp contained general 
similarities to the citizen responder efforts in Hurricane 
Sandy [48], Hurricane Katrina [35], the California 
Wildfires [40], and the Sichuan Earthquake [31]. The 
structures of volunteer and offering within each of these 
responses seemed to follow a similar path. This 
structure’s consistency resulted in #BostonHelp being 
evaluated through the lens of Adaptive Structuration 
Theory (AST).  
AST is useful because it can help explain the varied 
ways in which individuals respond to similar stimuli, 
tools, norms, and structures. The theory is concerned 
with the duality of structure. Put another way, AST is 
concerned with the process through which members of 
society manifest the structure of that society. AST is a 
response to Giddens  Structuration Theory [11, 34], 
which describes the creation and recreation of social 
structures through behavior, focusing mostly on faithful 
compliance. In typical structuration, rules and resources 
are stable through continual use. Over time, rules and 
resources can be subject to change.  
AST, focuses on unfaithful, non-compliant behavior 
[6] and is particularly useful in examining the 
introduction of a new technology into social settings. 
Groups and individuals using information technology 
create perceptions about the role and utility of a 
particular piece of technology. In AST, people bring 
resources to a situation. These resources can include 
materials, possessions, attributes, expertise, and 
relationships. Resources, especially during a crisis 
response, are typically in short supply and are always 
unequally distributed [1].  
To that end, victims within a response area and 
citizen responders consciously adapt rules and resources 
to accomplish goals through communication. The 
adaption, use and creation of beliefs about these 
technologies give that technology structure. In the case 
of the Boston Marathon response effort, the need to give 
and offer aid gave rise to a process that created a 
structure. 
Unfortunately, this process often creates piecemeal 
tools that are difficult to generalize to other types of 
disasters. Our term, creative appropriation of at-hand 
technologies (CAATs), has often been repeated 
alongside crisis response itself. This a perfect example 
of Adaptive Structuration in practice and may be a way 
to generalize and therefore design for this type of 
behavior.  
3. The Citizen Responder During Crisis 
The use of social media during crisis has been the 
focus of much research. This research often engages the 
practice of average citizens reporting on activities “on-
the-ground” during a disaster. The data these citizen 
responders create is increasingly seen as valuable (e.g. 
[27, 29, 38-40, 43, 47]). As the potential value of these 
data has become more evident, the need to make social 
media data useful to emergency responders has become 
a strong research focus [42].  
However, reliability, quantification of performance, 
deception, focus of attention, and the translation of 
reported observations and inferences to respond to crises 
plague the use of social media within a crisis response 
[3, 16, 21, 26, 37, 42, 46]. Despite any verifiable test, 
researchers are still optimistic about the potential of 
social media. Many pieces of research indicate that 
issues surrounding those data can be resolved through 
tweaking affordances or tweaking user behavior [28, 29, 
37, 42]. These cases contribute to understanding 
individuals outside a response helping others in an area 
in situ.  
3.1. CAAT Or Creative Appropriations of At-
Hand Technologies Over Time 
Individual assistance is typically offered 
immediately during a crisis. Within seconds, bystanders 
offer their assistance to victims nearest to the Boston 
Marathon bombing. Organizational assistance comes 
later in the form of the Red Cross, the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and 
officially recognized responders like local police and 
fire departments. We have found within #BostonHelp 
that creative appropriation of at-hand technologies 
(CAAT) was an essential aspect of difference. This was 
not unique to the Boston efforts. 
During the 2005 Hurricane Katrina response effort, 
the Red Cross and FEMA began to deny the donation of 
goods due to the time and resources it would take to sort 
and distribute those resources [44]. Individuals were 
able to organize help in target areas again using at-hand 
technologies. While these initial offerings during the 
Katrina response met with some organizational issues, 
the central practice has seemingly become routine and 
may have helped speed recovery [35]. 
In 2008, an earthquake shook China’s Sichuan 
Province. During the recovery, netizens or citizen 
responders organized rescue and relief efforts via a web 
forum named Tianya. Action-related posts consisted of 
groups in the area self-organizing for action [31]. As in 
previous cases, CAATs allowed citizen responders to 
organize themselves and generate tangible results. Each 
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of these responses occurred through other tools than 
social media.  
By Hurricane Sandy in 2012, social media had 
overtaken blogging tools and forums as the central 
organizing areas of citizen responders. Companion pet 
owners self-organized through Facebook in order to re-
unite displaced pets with their owners. Administrators of 
the page regularly posted updates relating successful 
reunions between pets and owners [48].   
In 2014, researchers applied a multilevel model to a 
corpus of forum posts in order to ascertain how 
individual and organizational entities interacted during 
a crisis response [23]. Through their analyses, the 
researchers found that individuals offered help and 
maintained order through online environments as 
individuals or groups of individuals. The researchers 
attributed this self-organization to the at-hand 
technologies that afforded them an ability to do so. 
CAATs seem to be a defining factor for citizen 
responders to both organize and affect change for 
residents impacted by a crisis event. Through these 
technologies, citizen responders often seem to identify 
areas that they can help in and under no supervision nor 
guidance, define their space and provide support. The 
consistency of CAATs is that whatever products regular 
Internet residents use to communicate is what is 
deployed. For those impacted by the Boston Marathon 
Bombing, this was social media, Google Forms, 
community blogs, and other at-hand technologies.  
4. Why #BostonHelp? 
The evolution of #BostonHelp was shaped by the 
chaos created by the attack. Cellular service was 
intermittently down due to overuse and possible 
connection to bomb detonation. The investigation also 
halted or delayed airline travel and public transit. 
Finally, everything near the finish line was confiscated 
by authorities or destroyed by the bombs. Many of the 
marathon participants and their families and friends had 
no identification, no way to pay for things, and nowhere 
to go or stay. While there were observers near the crime 
scene that began to deal with immediate needs of those 
requiring hospitalization, two things became apparent.  
First, most of the runners, friends, and families of 
those runners who were in town for the event would 
need another night in their hotel room or another place 
to stay until the area resumed some sense of recovery. 
Second, in addition to a place to stay, the families of the 
victims would need to find food, water, and a means 
through which they could let other loved ones know they 
had not been injured or needed other types of assistance. 
These two parameters were responsible for the initial 
success of #BostonHelp.  
The first tweet that mentions the hashtag 
#BostonHelp came from Twitter user @fellinline who 
simply stated, “If you need a place to crash/water/etc. I 
am in the south end near back bay. message me. 
#BostonHelp.” This tweet appeared at 16:18, just 1 hour 
and 29 minutes after the detonation. Two minutes later 
another Twitter user proposed that the hashtag 
#BostonHelp be used for similar events and began to 
recruit other users who might have shelter needs.  
The Twitter user @mollfrey asked, “proposed 
hashtag #BostonHelp for offers of this sort. You know of 
others?” from these two tweets, individuals began to 
organize. CAATs were deployed and a structure began 
to appear for the offering behaviors of the crowd. 
#BostonHelp offered assistance to many individuals and 
groups in need [2]. The lifecycle of the hashtag was 
brief. While the hashtag showed activity from April 15 
to April 25, much of the offering and organizational 
behavior occurred within the first 24 – 35 hours after the 
bombs exploded.  
5. Method 
There are two methods we deployed for this case 
study. The first was an ethnography that began with 
links to external sources of information [24]. This will 
be discussed in our findings section. The second method 
was rudimentary categorization and analysis of Twitter 
activity captured during the Boston Marathon Bombing 
response using the R social media package.  
For data collection purposes, the tool we deployed 
gathered all tweets for hashtags #prayforboston, 
#Boston, #bomb, and the keyword “bombs.” Our tool 
began collecting tweets at around 21:00 on Monday 
April 15, 2013. Data collection continued until 
approximately 17:00 Thursday of the following week or 
April 25, 2013. These criteria resulted in a dataset 
containing 23,642,905 tweets. Of these tweets, we took 
a subset of just 4226 categorized tweets. The tweets in 
this subset consists of every tweet that contains the text 
#BostonHelp and over 75% of those tweets (N=3186) 
were made in the first 30 hours of the blasts. 
We were interested in offering behavior and first 
heard of #BostonHelp through news stories we engaged 
in previous research [4, 14]. In order to determine the 
type of offering behavior found within these selected 
tweets, we first deployed 3-, 4-, and 5-word n-grams. N-
grams are essentially repeated items of 3-, 4-, and 5- 
word phrases. For example, a tweet with, “Food and 
Water available here” then each of these tweets would 
count as a 5- word n-gram. “Prayers for Boston” would 
be a 3-word n-gram.  
This method is traditionally used for sentiment 
analyses as a means to train data (e.g. [10, 17, 25]); 
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however, we deployed n-grams in another way. Upon 
discovery of a repeated n-gram, a category of behavior 
was created. Each category reflected two criteria. First, 
if an n-gram was repeated were these retweets or were 
different users engaging the same information? Next, 
each n-gram was compared to the reported activity of 
the crowd post-event. The result was that each tweet was 
only assigned one of seven categories.  
5.2. Category Description 
The first category consists of Twitter users offering 
shelter to victims who remained in Boston. From the 
first tweet, #BostonHelp began as a way to connect 
those with an extra room, bed, or couch to those in need 
of rest and a place to sleep for the night. Second, prayers 
and other faith-based sentiment toward those affected by 
the blasts was common throughout the response. This 
hashtag captures many tweets that also used the hashtag 
#prayforboston, a generalized hashtag used throughout 
the response.  
Support for families came next in priority. These 
tweets typically offered suggestions about how to 
connect with members of one’s family that were in the 
Boston area. Next, support for the hashtag itself was 
prioritized. #BostonHelp required recruitment and 
advertising to constantly define its purpose and reify the 
structures appearing through that use. Offering hashtag 
support was the next category. These tweets consisted of 
Twitter users asking how they could help and others 
suggesting #BostonHelp.  
Food and water tweets consisted of local hotels and 
local businesses offering free food, water, and company 
along with quickly organized makeshift shelters. Those 
that offered technical support were trying to connect 
victims and residents of the area to online resources and 
places that had free Wi-Fi or phone charging. Finally, 
links that linked to outside resources were considered.  
6. Findings 
By slightly adjusting at-hand technologies like 
Google Forms, the citizen responders of #BostonHelp 
offered the crowd places to sleep and eat within hours of 
the blasts. Please find the frequency of each category 
below in Table 1. Note that external links and tweets 
about shelter are the most common tweets with hashtag 
support being the third most common category. 
The primary finding is that in the case of the Boston 
Marathon Bombing response, the crowd organized 
offers of shelters under the name of #BostonHelp. While 
tweets containing only external links dominate the 
categories we created, following those links shows that 
early into the response, this is not the case for the time 
immediately following the blasts. Many of the links in 
those tweets were to pages that included an aggregated, 
verified list of where to give blood, financial support, 
and within the first day, shelter. Additionally, the tweets 
that reference Food and Water and Tech Support were 
typically bundled with offering shelter.  
Category Description N % 
Shelter Offers place to stay 814 19.26 
Religious 
Offers prayers or 
mentions God 
311 7.36 
Family support 
Offers support for 
families 
109 2.58 
Hashtag 
Support 
Suggests a hashtag 
to use 
591 13.98 
Food/Water 
Offers food and/or 
water 
369 8.73 
Tech Support 
Offers tech help, 
charging stations 
45 1.06 
External Links 
Provides an external 
link to a resource of 
some kind 
1987 47.02 
Table 1. The categories developed out of the dataset 
of 4,107 #BostonHelp tweets in order of priority. 
We examined the top 25 links that were shared. In 
Table 2, we show the top 5 linked sources. The most 
shared link in #BostonHelp was a CNN article on how 
to help [4]. This article was a collection of phone 
numbers, links to blood drives, links to FBI 
investigation pages, and links to individual donation 
drives for victims of the blasts. Next, the local 
newspaper for Boston, The Boston Globe, was linked to 
in many tweets. This stresses the ability of The Boston 
Globe to manifest structure as a center for both 
information and organization. 
While no particular article was common among 
them, linking to Boston.com (a subsidiary site from The 
Boston Globe) was also common and consisted of over 
6% of all links. This site is important as it represented 
the primary offering behavior of #BostonHelp. 
Additionally, the Bostoninno articles essentially 
replicated that of Boston.com and The Boston Globe. All 
of these articles were replicated by the community-
oriented blog UniversalHub who was instrumental in 
giving structure to #BostonHelp. 
Next, the Person Finder from Google was linked. 
This tool, “helps people reconnect with friends and 
loved ones in the aftermath of natural and humanitarian 
disasters” [13]. The other three articles followed that of 
the first, offering information, where to send monetary 
donations, how to connect with services on the ground, 
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and other types of official ways to offer aid. The rest 
went to news stories about the investigation.  
As we examined the content of these links, we began 
to consider deploying a brief ethnography. In following 
this links more systematically, one point of interest was 
a website called NeighborsforNeighbors.org (NfN). This 
website, supported by the civic technology ClickforFix 
asks residents of an area to do one of two things: 1) offer 
a skill that they would volunteer to others and 2) report 
on activities that seem to have been overlooked in a 
geographic area.  
Link Shared % of all  
CNN – How to Help 17.25% 
Boston.com 6.25% 
Google Person Finder 5.05% 
Bostoninno article on how to help 4.75% 
Daily Mail Article on How to Help 4.65% 
Bostoninno article – phone numbers 2.31% 
Table 2 – The 5 most shared articles in #BostonHelp 
Interestingly, this site was not represented in our 
#bostonhelp subset. However, by following the links, 
we discovered that it was represented on Facebook and 
was dedicated to the same offering behaviors. In this 
case, NfN offers an alternative example of a CAAT and 
AST not found in our data but that reifies the same 
structure of offering. 
Between NfN, Bostoninno, and The Boston Globe, 
the primary way that the citizen responders aided and 
offered help to the victims of the blasts was through 
organizing places to sleep. These calls for shelter were 
funneled into two spreadsheets that were created by The 
Boston Globe but made more available by the 
community blog – UniversalHub. For those not on 
Twitter, NfN harnessed the power of the Facebook 
crowd. What was not clear was whether these offers 
were ever accepted or even mattered to those on the 
ground. Despite that unknown, through the hashtag 
#BostonHelp it is possible to observe the formation of 
structure among citizen responders. 
7. Discussion 
#BostonHelp was formed when residents of Boston 
began to offer their extra space to those trapped in 
Boston post-event. Our data displays shows the 
formation of structure meant to organize offering of 
space and supplies. The process was as such that some 
citizen responders offer help to victims and others 
mimic that offering behavior. The mimicry expands and 
through the creative appropriation of at-hand tools like 
social media, blogs, interactive maps and spreadsheets, 
a movement manifests. #BostonHelp offer three 
significant stories to tell about individual level offering 
behaviors within and throughout crisis response.  
First, any event like a crisis response is chaotic and 
quickly evolving. Evidenced by its consistency, those 
outside the response efforts but able to observe via social 
media and news media often want to help. The need to 
help creates an unaccounted structure for response 
efforts. Structure is often created by creatively 
appropriating at-hand technologies (CAATs). This is 
our second story – the CAATs.  
Two Google Forms were created to focus two 
specific behaviors. The first behavior is, “I have a place 
to offer.” This was created to, “help connect these 
victims with people who had beds to offer” [45]. The 
second behavior is, “I need a place to stay.” This 
spreadsheet is particularly interesting because only 32 of 
nearly 200 entries is actually someone looking for a 
place to stay. Finally, there is a map-based tool meant to 
connect those with skill and time to volunteer to those 
who need help. The creator of this map-based tool 
adjusted its security restrictions to meet the demand to 
volunteer resources after the Boston Marathon 
Bombings.  
The final story is about the people or groups behind 
the CAATs themselves. The local Boston newspaper, 
The Boston Globe, a community blogging platform 
called UniversalHub.com, and an individual volunteer 
and ask for help website called 
NeighborsforNeighbors.org all creatively deployed 
their unique skillset through CAATs. The Boston Globe 
appropriated Google Forms and Google Sheets to 
organize offering of shelter. Community-centered blogs 
like UniversalHub used Twitter to foster awareness 
about the Google Form. NeighborsforNeighbors.org 
opened their product for the same tasks by 
supplementing its bandwidth and abilities with the 
service SeeClickFix. By raising public knowledge of 
these tools, it follows that those who required help 
should have been able to find it. However, in nearly 
every circumstance, offering behavior dominated the 
activity and asking behaviors remained mostly invisible. 
 
Figure 1 - #BostonHelp Activity for the first five days 
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7.3. Unaccounted Structures  
In order to understand the context of offering 
behavior through #BostonHelp, it is important to note 
the frequency changes in category by day. The overall 
frequency of activity is noted in figure 1. While the most 
activity is reported on April 16 (2096), the activity on 
April 15 (1090) accounts for about 7 hours. On April 15, 
#BostonHelp activity looked like figure 2 – nearly all 
offers of shelter. In fact, offers of shelter exceed every 
other category combined (598 offers of shelter to 492).  
Through AST, we understand that people bring 
perceptions and resources to a particular situation. The 
perceived need was shelter for those who had nowhere 
to stay because the Boston Marathon finish line was now 
a crime scene. The resources each citizen responders 
had, especially those in Boston itself, was shelter and a 
social media account. They could also account for new 
shelters around the area. 
 
Figure 2 - April 15, 2013 Category Frequency 
For example, one popular tweet stated, “In #boston 
need help? Make Shift Boston 349 Columbus Ave ready 
to open doors to anyone: water phone internet etc 
#BostonHelp.” Other tweets were local businesses 
offering to aid those who just needed to be around other 
people. For example, “BOSTON! @ElPelonTaqueria: 
open wifi place 2 charge cell or just dont want to be 
alone food and drinks-pay only if you can 
#BostonHelp.” Other restaurants would follow suit by 
offering free food and water to both responders and 
victims – often staying open throughout the night.  
Offering behaviors are often overwhelming to 
official responders. For example, in the Hurricane 
Katrina and the Fort McMurray Fire reposes, surplus 
giving often bottlenecked materials that victims needed 
([15, 33]). In the first 24 hours after the Boston 
Marathon Bombing, the offers for shelters declined 
rapidly. As can be seen between Figure 2 and Figure 3, 
tweets directly referencing offering behavior declined 
radically. In its place, external links and hashtag support 
began to appear. The reason for this decline is not a 
decline in offering behaviors but in the success of 
structure creation. The CAATs consolidated and 
focused offering behaviors – thus creating structure. 
7.4. CAATs and the appearance of structure 
When two pressure cooker bombs exploded near the 
finish line of the Boston Marathon, the need to give from 
those who were witnessing from social media increased 
rapidly. Shortly after the explosions, two Google Forms 
appeared. There were two different documents, “I have 
a home to offer” and “I need a place to stay.” 
Each of these forms fed into a Google Sheet that 
listed: the time the entry was created, the name of the 
person filling out the form, a phone number, an email 
address, the number of people travelling with that person 
and any other relevant information needed. The 
documents are still active today though the document 
offering help has been scrubbed of private information 
like name and contact information. 
 
Figure 3 – April 16, 2013 Category Frequency  
The structure offered by these documents was reified 
quickly. Within the Twitter data, calls offering shelter 
were quickly replaced by calls to go to the Google 
Forms: RT @kingdomofwench: If you are stranded in 
Boston &amp; need a place to stay here is a list of 
people offering: https://t.co/pfQkJJ3lpv #BostonHelp 
#helpers. Hundreds of other tweets and retweets took the 
place of individual offering behavior. With the creation 
of a consolidated, streamlined way to offer shelter, other 
organizations began to follow suit.  
Corporate offering behaviors also began to appear. 
Airbnb began to offer rooms in Boston without a fee. 
This service, which allows its users to list rooms for rent 
in their home, or extra apartments they may have 
purchased, organized free rooms and apartments in the 
Boston area. Airlines also began to offer travel waivers 
for those people trying to leave Boston due to the chaotic 
nature of cancelled flights, injuries, and loss of 
identification. 
Though never mentioned in the hashtag directly, 
many of the links shared by those on #BostonHelp 
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contained links to other services like the Google Forms. 
Additionally, Facebook groups like, “Affected by the 
explosions at the Boston Marathon? We're here to help” 
also began to fill the structures created by the blasts. On 
Facebook and in lists of helpful tools for victims and 
citizen responders pointed to a website called 
NeighborsforNeighbors (NfN). NfN allows residents of 
Boston to volunteer their abilities or request the abilities 
of others. This particular service mimicked the Google 
Forms removal of security to display the desire of citizen 
responders to help those impacted by the blasts.  
Many aspects of the structures that were needed 
within the response were indicative of the technologies 
that were needed. The technologies deployed bridged 
tangible need with digital offering. Who created those 
technologies is of particular interest. At first blush, it 
seems as though all agents necessary to create this 
structure were in the right place at the right time. 
However, there is a more complicated context than that.  
7.5. Agents of Structuration 
Boston is a large metropolitan region with several 
major colleges, a large newspaper, professional sports 
teams, and myriad other resources. In addition, there 
were thousands of people near the finish line of this 
century old marathon with their cameras already out 
trying to take pictures of runners as they crossed the 
finish line. The early chaos of the initial response is 
indicative of the issues of having too much information 
too quickly.  
The confusion continued when citizen responders 
began to offer runners their own resources, their own 
shelters, their own food, and more. In order to 
understand the structures that are evident through 
#BostonHelp, it is necessary to describe the context of 
the agents who deployed these technologies. When the 
explosions occurred, people began to turn to news 
media, social media, and other forms of communication 
that were focused on the city.  
The Boston Globe was first to start reporting in the 
area. As information came in, The Boston Globe created 
information pages for those who wanted to help. These 
pages focused on where to give blood; if giving blood 
was needed given current supply; where to donate 
money to support victims; which families needed the 
most support; and other information as it became 
available. As a result, The Boston Globe and its 
subsidiary Boston.com faced a significant increase in 
server traffic [8].  
While The Boston Globe adjusted for this server 
traffic and deployed their reporters to learn more about 
what was happening in and around the city, they saw 
citizen responders engage in offering behavior. This is 
nothing new as newspapers are often a center for posting 
ads that indicate offering behaviors like “For Sale” or 
“Help Wanted” classified advertisements. While 
services like Craigslist have partially replaced classified 
ads, newspapers still provide these services when 
available.  
In mimesis of classified advertisements, The Boston 
Globe deployed Google Forms. By using Google, they 
could re-direct those interested in offering their own 
resources to a place that did not take more of their 
strained server load. The Google Forms were created 
and appeared on Boston.com but seemed to gain more 
interactivity once they went to Twitter. In our data, the 
links to the Google Form and Google Sheet appeared 
through a post by the owner of the Boston community 
blog UniversalHub, “Heres the link to sign up to host 
runners in Boston [link removed] #BostonHelp.”  
The links to the spreadsheets were also posted on the 
blog itself. As a result, The Boston Globe had essentially 
used their skillset as a place to organize information and 
UniversalHub deployed their skillset to raise awareness 
about this new resource. This resulted in approximately 
6000 individual pieces of offering from within Boston 
itself [45]. This service was not the only structure that 
was created during the response. While The Boston 
Globe and UniversalHub raised awareness about the 
services on Google Forms, another entity was raising 
awareness about a different service through Facebook.  
The website NeighborsforNeighbors.org (NfN) also 
creatively appropriated their own service and deployed 
it in a way similar to the Google Forms. NfN typically 
offers their service in an extremely secure manner. First, 
an NfN user must declare they are a resident of Boston 
by zip code as they sign up for the service. In order to 
expedite offering during the bombings, many of these 
security restrictions were waived. In total, over 700 
posts were made on the NfN website. This number is 
significant; however, these requests followed that of the 
others–all offers to help, very few requests for help. 
Throughout the Boston Marathon response present 
via #BostonHelp, The Boston Globe, 
NeighborsforNeighbors and the community blogging 
platform UniversalHub stand out as agents of structure. 
Unfortunately, it is unclear if any of these services truly 
helped any victims of the Boston Marathon Bombing. 
While over 6000 and over 700 offers were created by 
citizen responders on Google Forms and NfN 
respectively, around 30 requests for help remain visible 
on any of the tools that were advertised.  
Many aspects of the structures that were needed 
within the crisis were indicative what would become the 
technologies deployed to bridge need with digital 
offering. The Boston Globe deployed what amounted to 
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a classified service using Google’s servers to handle the 
load. UniversalHub took to social media to present these 
services and garner support through their work. Finally, 
NeighborsforNeighbors harnessed the popularity of 
their service by losing all security restrictions. Through 
the lens of AST, we see resources being deployed that 
reified the offering behaviors of citizen responders.  
8. Conclusion 
Through the lens of AST, we focused on the offering 
behaviors of citizen responders on Twitter. #BostonHelp 
showed how technology reifies citizen responder 
offering about makeshift shelters and the location of 
resources. The structure was produced by two creatively 
appropriated technologies: Google Forms and a Google 
Maps-oriented volunteer service. Citizen Responders 
fostered this structure through use paired with media 
exposure and consistent broadcasting of those links on 
Twitter and Facebook.  
These small groups often seem to go undetected. We 
hope that assembling a detailed description of the 
offering behaviors of #BostonHelp will aid in detecting 
them during a response rather than after. Of future 
interest is that it is unclear if these behaviors actually 
provide help to victims.  
Offering behavior accounted for in over 7000 entries 
between 2 different CAATs while asking behavior only 
accounted for 30. Despite the disparity, the structures 
created by these CAATs were beneficial to the spirit of 
the response itself. Some called the resulting 
spreadsheets the embodiment of empathy for the victims 
of the blasts [9].  
8.6. Designing for Emergence 
The citizen responders of #BostonHelp organized 
themselves into a recognizable structure. Through 
Twitter the deployment of CAATs that bridged The 
Boston Globe, Boston.com, #BostonHelp, 
UniversalHub, Twitter, and the people of Boston who 
had space to give. These technologies gave 
#BostonHelp and offering behavior structure. Through 
that structure, the CAATs came to embody the empathy 
of the region. 
Traditionally, emergency planners and managers try 
have sought to plan for these sorts of groups yet have 
continually failed [18]. The way planning occurs is by 
instituting training and drill procedures so that when a 
warning is given; instant, unthinking action is taken. 
Unfortunately, these actions and drills are traditionally 
focused on those people in an area affected by some sort 
of crisis event, not for those groups on social media.  
Most discussion about social media use during a 
response concerns a duality – social media use and 
official response. For example, “Tweaking” the Tweet 
through specialized information retrieval hashtags can 
bridge social media use and official response. Or, 
“tweaking” users of social media can provide useful 
information to emergency responders [38, 39]. Through 
#BostonHelp, we see that self-motivated, self-propelled 
users of social media know more about the local area 
than official responders do.  
Each event shows that an individual or group fills in 
a structure that has not been defined until their actions 
identified it. These individuals are varied in their 
skillset, intent, and comprehension of the traditional 
methods of crisis response. We believe that allowing 
these things to occur on their own is neither controllable, 
nor plannable. CAATs appear without any previously 
defined or noticeable structure existing beforehand. 
What can be accounted for is that these individuals, 
especially citizen responders on social media (generally, 
not just on Twitter) will tend to focus on organizing 
citizen responder offering. This typically takes the form 
of shelter if the crisis requires it, food, water, and other 
resources if needed. The act of design for emergence is 
not about the actions of these individuals, but about the 
context of their actions – for example, in the Boston 
Marathon Bombing, the shelter needs of suddenly 
stranded marathon runners.  
Complex computational methods of event detection 
typically do not find them until after the event. However, 
basic frequencies of hashtags, posts offering some type 
of assistance, and posts offering any sort of “use” are 
indicative of structures being created. The window for 
these structures is exceedingly small yet their data 
gathering and resource inventory is performed much 
more quickly. Instead of attempting to control these 
emergent groups, we suggest detecting and observing.   
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